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A

s facilitators of Critical Friends Group
Seminars, we often hear feedback such as
“this was the most powerful professional
development of my career” and “CFGs have helped
me to examine my practice and collaborate in
new ways with my colleagues.” The Washington
State Center of Activity has been offering several
Beginning and Continuing CFG Seminars for teachers in the region every year during the summer and
school year. There are a great number of schools
and organizations that have strong CFGs; many of
the schools involved in transformation and school
change attribute much of their success to their
Critical Friends Groups and the collaborative and
inquiry-based processes used. So as a region, we
are very proud of our network, facilitators and participants.
But recently, one of our facilitation colleagues
sent a letter to the area facilitation group, challenging us to go deeper in our learning together around
issues of equity.
“As we continue to teach, coach, and lead
in our schools, the evidence of the inequities
speaks louder and louder. We need to work
across difference to tune our ears to hear the
screams in order to interrupt the inequities,
as we shift our own practices in an effort to
transition our schools to more equitable and
proportionate institutions.”
-excerpt from Tanisha Davis Doss’s letter
Though we have discussed issues of equity and
equity-centered activities, as I read this letter I still
began to ask myself questions: Do we really understand what it means to focus on equity in our seminars and in our own work? Do we have the tools to
engage in deep inquiry around issues of equity as a
facilitation team and at the same time support our
participants in doing so? What tools do we need to
develop together? What does it look like to support
colleagues from diverse backgrounds? How are we
learning from each other? How do we keep creative
and passionate with our CFG seminars so it does
not become about the mechanics of a protocol but
is truly about improving our schools (and our own
practice) for each student? How am I modeling culturally competent pedagogy?
The facilitation team
in the Seattle area is
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when transforming our schools from an agricultural
model to an industrial model, we can once again
find the ability and passion to move from our current industrial model to a technological and knowledge model as yet to be invented.
We can decide to hold on to the metaphor of
size for knowing each child well and taking responsibility for her experience and outcome. We can
decide that instruction, pedagogy, and the very
special relationship between child and teacher are
the most important things we do. We can choose
to educate most children well and to try our best
with each child. We can and must find courage
to face our fears and brace for change. We can
choose equity over racism and the highest of locally
devised standards and accountability metrics over
standardization. And if we can and must, we will. <
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stevenstrull@optonline.net
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CFG/Equity Training and the Experience of a White Ally
Jodi Goldberg, Wisconsin

“W

hite people need to do their homework.” This time I just nodded and
waited, a little surprised when the
other ten white people in my home group barely
reacted on day three of CFG/Equity training. The
facilitator wasn’t talking about a specific assignment; she was telling our mostly white, mostly middle-class group that we had real work to do—on
ourselves.
Goodness knows, the first time I’d heard the
thought spoken aloud—the first time someone said
it to me—I was shocked. I felt an almost dizzying,
drop-in-the-pit-of-your-stomach, ear-ringing physiological jolt that accompanied the realization that
being a good person who tries hard isn’t sufficient.
The person who said it to me was white, unlike
the person who said it to the home group, and I
wondered briefly if that’s why no one in the home
group responded. And then the conversation moved
on.
Very little about doing equity work is easy. It
seems that as a white ally, I’m always walking on
that edge between risk and danger. “Will I know
when to interrupt inequities?” “Am I seeing things
that aren’t there?” “Am I missing things that are
there?” “What do I say????” (If you believe conversation is the lever for change, being good with
words feels very important!)
Being a white ally is choosing to live in a state
of uncertainty. I remember very vividly the first time
I felt compelled to speak up. My family was on
vacation in Glacier National Park. My husband had
volunteered to stay at the lodge with my two-yearold daughter while I took my four-year-old son on
an all-day bus tour of the “Going to the Sun” road
through Glacier. It was the first all-day alone time
we’d had, and we were having a ball counting the
different animals we saw. My son and I were the
only two people on the tour under the age of fifty,
and we were made much of by all the grandmothers on the trip. Everyone was really, really nice.
And white. And middle-class.
As we were driving down and around through
the mountains the bus driver was identifying interesting sites when we came upon a collection of
trailers, cars, old washing machines, rubber tires,
and many other rusty, dusty scraps. The bus driver
pointed out the collection and said—on the intercom—“those no-account Indians live like trash and
ruin the land” and then continued with her canned
speech.
I couldn’t believe it. My brain froze. My hands
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The “Going to the Sun” road in Glacier National
Park, Montana
jerked to cover my son’s ears, but it was too late.
In a split second I tried to think how to interrupt. I
couldn’t let this go by, but I literally couldn’t think
in words. It seemed like an eternity, but it was
probably only two or three seconds later when I
said as loud as I could, “Maybe they don’t want to
be you. Maybe they don’t want to live like you.”
And then I sat back and tried to figure out what I
meant, and how I could explain to my four-yearold why I was shaking.
It took a way-too-close black bear and a few
other local attractions to get the bus back into
tourist mode. The nice, white, middle-class grandmas pretended nothing had happened, and, truthfully, so did I for the rest of the day.
I felt too raw and embarrassed to talk to my
husband about it when I got back, because I
was afraid that he would have had the words I’d
lacked. I already felt stupid and inadequate. He
would have been supportive of me for speaking up
at all, but I couldn’t take any more risks, not even
that little one.
It was a really long time later, much longer
than I’d like to admit, when I figured out some of
the words. I wanted the bus driver to consider the
part she and her ancestors had in the economic
and political conditions that led to reservation
lands, much less trailers on reservation lands. I
wanted her to consider the ecological conservation
represented by the use and reuse of the collection
of goods we’d seen. I wanted her to consider the
strong will and indomitable spirit it took to make
a home amidst others who hate you. I wanted her
to think of the mothers, fathers, and children—the
individuality and
humanity of the people
(continued on page 13)
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comprised of classroom teachers (both current and
retired), instructional facilitators, school change
coaches, administrators, college faculty and a mental health service provider. With the make up of
this group, there is a richness of perspectives and
viewpoints. But at the same time, many members
have been facilitating together for four or five years.
So at what point do we become too familiar and
comfortable facilitating? The group has decided that
we need to go beyond examination of our seminar

who had collected each item with a purpose in
mind. I wanted her to be interested in a spirituality
and rich culture outside her own small existence.
But, until now, none of this had been spoken.
The brain is amazing, and I managed to edit
out this memory for years. But it and several others
came rushing back at me the first time someone
told me “White people need to do their homework.” The shocking phrase—because she did
mean me, she did mean white people specifically,
not just all people—helped me realize that if I am
serious about and committed to interruption, I must
do more than treat people well. Systematically, I
must read, initiate conversations, ask questions,
and think so that I am ready and will have the
words, not just the intention, even on my vacation
on a bus heading down a mountain.
I choose to accept the responsibility of being
a white ally and live in this state of uncertainty
because to do otherwise would be unconscionable.
But it’s tough to realize I don’t deserve any special
accolades for making this choice. That’s what it
means when someone says, “White people need to
do their homework.” It’s a given, a nonnegotiable
if I want to live and act equitably and work toward
broader systems and beliefs that support equity.
Day four of our CFG/Equity training session
was a little bit different. In the morning home
group, after an opening discussion about our
norms, someone raised concerns about the statement, “White people need to do their homework,”
which led to a long emotional discussion. I realized
that, like me, many people had been shocked; too
shocked to respond in the moment. They just didn’t
have the words.
It was a good reminder, and a little bit soothing to realize that, while I am still too often caught
unprepared, I have a lot more words than I used
to. During the conversation, I was reminded again
of the reasons for CFG/Equity meetings; they’ve
provided for me more forums in which to practice,
more tools with which to safely structure riskier
conversations, and more friends who show me
<
things I can’t always see for myself.
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“I can briefly introduce you to Discourse I
(talking the talk) and Discourse II (walking
the walk). Being transformed into an ally
using Discourse II language in protocols is
powerful. Constructivist Listening with equity
prompts is moving. Lastly, having facilitators
purposefully selected to represent all walks
of life in order to mirror the collaboration
needed by allies is awesome.“
-excerpt from Tanisha Davis Doss’s letter
agendas and engage in deep inquiry together, trying to explore some of the above questions. As a
result, the Seattle area facilitation group has committed to meeting as a CFG, seven Saturdays over
the course of the year, with a focus on equity. We
will be asking each other tough and uncomfortable
questions, better understanding who we are and
how our identities influence how we see and act
in the world. We will be sharing much of who we
are as individuals and as educators. But we will not
lose sight of our mission and passion for making
our schools intellectually challenging and relevant
learning communities.
As we invite you to the wonderful city of Seattle
for the Winter Meeting, we also invite each of you
to engage with us in making our work public and to
follow the challenge posed to each of us to engage
in the difficult conversations.
<
Holli Hanson-Moore may be contacted at
hollihanson@msn.com
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Jodi Goldberg may be contacted at
jgoldberg@talcnewvision.org
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